Georgia Morse Middle School Supply List – 2020-2021
*Supplies will need to be replenished throughout the school year.

Please label all supplies to eliminate confusion.
ADDITIONAL SUPPLIES MAY BE REQUIRED; AN ADDITIONAL SUPPLY LIST MAY BE GIVEN AFTER THE START OF SCHOOL.

6th Grade*
*Two dozen #2 pencils/mechanical pencils
*Eraser
*4 Large Glue sticks
*Colored pencils with sharpener
*Correcting pens
*Full size pointed scissors
*5 single subject notebooks (red, yellow, blue, green and black)
*5 pocket folders (red, yellow, blue, green, and black)
*1 Highlighter
*Colored markers-water based
*2 large boxes of Kleenex
*Calculator (may want to consider required models for 7th and 8th grade)
*2 Sharpies
*24 pack crayons
*Headphones or Earbuds (one pair preferably Not AirPods)
*Chromebook backpack(or laptop sleeve (12 or 13 in. screen size)

Art, FACS, Tech Ed: pen, pencil, erasers, colored pencils with sharpener, ruler, folder and pointed scissors, bottle of Elmers Glue; a small fee may be requested for projects in these classes.

P.E. Knee length shorts* or sweatpants,
T-shirt or sweatshirt, athletic shoes that tie securely, & stick deodorant (*PE uniform will be available for purchase, PE shorts need to be 9” inseam)

7th Grade *
*5 pocket folders (red, yellow, blue, green, and black)
*two dozen #2 pencils/mechanical pencils
+additional lead
*erasers
*correcting pens
*3 single subject notebooks (no multi-subject notebooks, please) with perforated sheets
*colored pencils with sharpener
*Teacher Preferred Calculator: Texas Instruments TI-30XS Multiview Scientific
*clear plastic ruler, metric and standard graph paper, ¼ inch grid (optional)
*highlighters
*2 boxes of Kleenex (for homeroom)
*1 pencil bag (optional)
*Bottle of hand sanitizer (for homeroom)
*Headphones or Earbuds (one pair preferably Not AirPods)
*Chromebook laptop sleeve (12 or 13 in. screen size)

Art, FACS, Writing, Tech Ed: pen, pencil, erasers, colored pencils, with sharpener, ruler, folder, notebook, headphones/earbuds, and pointed scissors, bottle of Elmers Glue; a small fee may be requested for projects in these classes.

P.E. Knee length shorts* or sweatpants,
T-shirt or sweatshirt, athletic shoes that tie securely, & stick deodorant (*PE uniform will be available for purchase, PE shorts need to be 9” inseam)

8th Grade *
*2 Dozens #2 Pencils or equivalency with Mechanical Pencil and lead.
*1 small package of black pens
*1 small package of Colored Pens (any color)
*4 highlighter (different colors)
*2 spiral bound notebooks
*1 composition notebook (for 8th Grade Writing)
*5 folders (2 pocket)
*Colored pencils with sharpener
*1 box of Kleenex Take to first period class on first day of school.
*1 glue stick
*3x5 Index Cards (2 packs of 100)
*Headphones or Earbuds (one pair preferably Not AirPods)
*Algebra/Science Calculator: Texas Instruments TI-30X-IIS OR Texas Instrument TI-30XS Multi-view
*Algebra Calculator: Graphing Calculator TI-84 PLUS OR TI-84 PLUS CE
*Chromebook backpack(or laptop sleeve (12 or 13 in. screen size)

Encore classes will share what supplies will be needed the first couple of days.

All students are recommended to wear face masks & bring a clear water bottle. Thank you!

*All students should have a backpack to carry books to and from school, however, rolling or wheeled backpacks do not fit in our lockers.
*Supplies may need to be replenished throughout the school year. ** Band students will have an additional supply list**